About CDSL

• Promoted by BSE and Sponsored by leading Indian and Foreign Banks

• Incorporated in December 1997

• First depository in Asia to be listed

• CDSL Today
  • 19 million BO accounts
  • 601 Depository Participants
  • 19000+ locations
e-Voting

- Launched on 17th November 2009
- Approved by Ministry of Corporate Affairs
- Over 4,700 companies have tied up for e-Voting
- Successfully facilitated over 22,500 e-Voting instances
- Information of over 350 Million folios/Members uploaded in CDSL system

CDSL – Largest growing Depository
1.90 Million Demat Accounts

49 % Cumulative Market Share - BOIDs
75 % Incremental Market Share - BOIDs

Asset Value - INR 21 Lakh Crore
Scope of e-Voting

• Companies which are required to obtain approval for resolutions from their shareholders.

• e-Voting can be used for
  • AGM
  • EGMs
  • Postal Ballots
  • Any other meeting

e-Voting – First and Largest Platform

4700+ Companies Registered

22500+ Instances
Types of e-Voting

- Remote e-Voting
- Voting at the Venue of Meeting
Remote e-Voting / m-Voting

- **m-Voting App** for shareholders to cast their Vote.

- Provides anytime- anywhere access for shareholders to vote from their Mobile phones.

- You can download m-Voting App from Google Play for Android phones, Apple store for iPhone and Windows Phone store for Windows phone.
e-Voting at AGM/EGM Venue

- CDSL also provides its e-voting system at the venue of General Meetings of companies.
- e-Voting is done on Tabs/Laptops at the AGM/EGM Venue
- User friendly voting platform for shareholders who attend general meetings.
- Faster alternative to physical ballot box.
- Consolidated system generated report available to the Scrutinizer.

DOTS-Dispatch of Transaction Statements
196 DPs

CAS – Consolidated Account Statements

eDOTS-Electronic Dispatch of Transaction Statements
196 DPs
Webcasting of AGM/EGM

- Introduction of live Webcast facility of AGM/EGM.
- Shareholder’s can gain access to live proceedings of the AGM/EGM.
- Webcasting facility is provided through shareholder’s secured e-Voting login.
- Aims to facilitate wider participation of shareholders from various localities.